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About Us
Horizon is the line where the earth and sky appear to meet. Almaha ceramics meets the
design capital of tiles, Spain with its perfectly crafted 'Horizon' collection of porcelain tiles
imported and sourced from the best world leaders of the tile industry.
In today's day and age, where the world is obsessed with design, the only thing that sets you
apart from your competition is your level of design distinction in the tile industry. We at
Almaha, strive to maintain a unique design portfolio to provide the best in trend for our
valued customers.
Highly eclectic and ever attentive to new home décor & commercial solutions, Almaha
believes that a masterpiece comes out of a mere blank canvas, if given to the right designer.
This is what motivated us to tie up with the best of the tile industry, right from the design
capital of Spain. For us, excellence is of utmost importance because we understand that
quality has no alternate. With all our collections we ensure that the design and quality is
aesthetically at par with the latest trends and technology.
These designer, rectified tiles are being sourced from the hotbed of creativity and design Spain and are customized at our factory in Oman into 60x60 standard size tiles. The
outstanding technical and aesthetic design qualities of the HORIZON tiles, offer an
exceptional scope for use in custom interior design projects, residential applications,
contract furnishing and retail sectors, where design & durability is priority.
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elegant urban appeal

Sofia
Add a fresh wave of
design to your floors,
making your spaces
beautifully urban with
our SOPHIA range of
Horizon Tiles.
Combining the look and
elegance of natural
stone and the strength
and resistance of
porcelain tile to meet
any design need, these
designer tiles allow for
the creation of original
floors in residential and
commercial spaces in a
mix of traditional and
contemporary style.

Anthracite

Grey

60x60 Matt

60x60 Matt

Beige

Beige Light

60x60 Matt

60x60 Matt

Porcelain Tiles - Versatile - Matt - Anti-Slip
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many virtues, unique style

Grey

60x60 Matt

Cementa
Let your home define
your standards with our
minimalist yet classy
designer tiles from the
heart of Spain. CEMENTA
tiles make the perfect
backdrop with just the
right amount of depth
for all of your
contemporary projects.
They make your spaces
excellently trendy with a
hint of tradition for the
perfect balance of Sober
and Rich.

Grey Light

Ivory

60x60 Matt

60x60 Matt

Porcelain Tiles - Versatile - Matt - Anti-Slip
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reimagining the

art of living
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simple. stylish. premium

Sparta
Our SPARTA range of
Horizon tiles are born
from an ideal mix of
concepts, textures and
finish which adds a
stunning authenticity
and appeal to all your
interior projects and
spaces. Due to the
clean, contemporary
color palette and fresh
aesthetics, these tiles
offer minimal
movement and
variation, offering a
neutral color palette for
any project, residential
or commercial.

Cream
60x60 Matt

Porcelain Tiles - Versatile - Matt - Anti-Slip
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redefine sophistication

Yusra
Full of vivacity and
urban colors, our
Ambiente Yusra Crema
range provides a
comprehensive
selection of decorative
solutions to create
bespoke rooms and
spaces that are both
innovative and
capturing, boasting
modern, metropolitan
elegance.

Cream
60x60 Matt

Porcelain Tiles - Versatile - Matt - Anti-Slip
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Technical Specifications
Dry pressed Ceramic tiles Group BLB standard ISO 13006 :2012 E
Description

Test Method

splendor
beauty

ISO 10545-2

600 X 600 X 10mm(HORIZON)

Length (mm)

± 0.60 %

Min 599.0

Max 601.0

Width (mm)

± 0.50 %

Min 599.0

Max 601.0

Thickness (mm)

± 0.50 %

Min 9.50

Max 10.50

AL MAHA

ISO 13006: 2012€

Straightness of sides (mm)

± 0.50 %

± 1.50

± 3.00

Rectangularity (mm)

± 0.50 %

± 1.50

± 3.00

Surface Flatness in %
Center Curvature (mm)
Edge Curvature (mm)

± 0.50 %

1.60
-0.80

± 0.50 %

1.40
-0.60

Warpage (mm)

± 0.50%

± 1.60

A Minimum of 95% of tiles
are to be free from visible defects.

Min 95%

Min 95%

ISO 10545-3

Water absorption %

0.5 to 3

0.5 to 3

ISO 10545-4

Modulus of Rupture in newton /square mm

Min 30 N

Min 35N

ISO 10545-7

Abrasion Resistance

Report, Abrasion
class & cycle passed

Min. Class 3

ISO 10545-9

Thermal Shock resistance

Test Method available
No visible defects

No visible defects

ISO 10545-11

Crazing Resistance

Required

Passes

ISO 10545-13

Resistance to Chemicals House Hold
Chemicals & swimming pool salts)

Resistant

Resistance to Low & High concentration Acids

Resistant

ISO 10545-13
ISO 10545-14
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Group Bib

Resistance to Staining

Min Class 3

± 3.60
± 3.00
± 3.60

0.5 to 3

Min. Class 3

Min Class 4
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AL MAHA CERAMICS SAOG
PO Box 482, Postal Code 322, Falaj Al Qabail, Sohar, Sultanate of Oman
Tel : (+968) 29752323/22, Fax : (+968) 29752177
E-mail : mktg@almahaceramics.com | Website : www.almahaceramics.com
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